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Gold markets broke out above the top of a weekly
uptrend channel, which of course is a very bullish sign
as it looks like it is ready to continue the longer-term
consolidation. The Federal Reserve has blinked a bit,
and that of course could help the gold market as there
is a lot of volatility out there when it comes to the stock
markets and commodity markets. Ultimately, short-
term dips should be buying opportunities and more
than likely what is going to see is a return to the $1400
level longer-term. If it break down below the $1250
level, it could run into a bit more trouble, but at this
point most certainly are starting to see buyers jump in
and push. It is suspected that every $50 or so it is
going to see major resistance. Ultimately, this is a
marketplace that should continue to benefit from a lot
of uncertainty, both at the Federal Reserve and global
markets.
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        Gold fell today as equities gained on likely progress in Sino-U.S trade standoff,
amid bullion prices heading for their first annual decline since 2015, losing to
the dollar mostly on trade worries and rising interest rates.

       The precious metal was on track for its best month since January 2017, having
scrambled back from sharp declines in the year due to volatility in equities and
a subdued dollar, along with worries over slowing global growth.

       Spot gold fell 0.2 percent to $1,277.96 per ounce, near a six month high of
$1,282.09 it hit on Friday. U.S gold futures dipped 0.2 percent to $1,280 per
ounce.

      The dollar index has gained 4.6 percent this year as the U.S currency had
been the preferred safe haven this year as the U.S-China trade conflict unfolded
against a backdrop of higher U.S interest rates, denting gold’s demand.

     Higher interest rates make gold less attractive since it does not pay interest
and costs to store and insure. Gold dropped over 15 percent from a peak of
$1,365.2 in April to a 1-1/2-year low in August this year to $1,159.96. The
yellow metal has gained nearly 10 percent since then.

      Over concerns of a slowdown of global economic growth and rate hike, gold
is likely to recover the loss since mid-June and rise back to the trading rangebetween $1,300 and $1,350.

    U.S President Donald Trump said he held a “very good call” with China’s
President Xi Jinping on Saturday to discuss trade and claimed “big progress”
was being made.

 Gold prices continue to surge and remain at their
highest level in the last six months

 The dollar index, a gauge of its value versus six
major peers, held a narrow range in thinly traded
markets

 Gold futures traded at above $1,280 per ounce
in the international market

 The price of gold once again increased sharply
on the eve of New Year and was trading close to
its all-time high

 The safe haven that gold offers has pushed its
price to a 15-month high
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       Oil prices climbed on the final trading day of the year today, mirroring gains
in stock markets, but were on track for the first yearly decline in three years
amid lingering concerns of a persistent supply glut.

 Brent crude futurescrose 74 cents, or 1.4 percent, to $53.95 a barrel. Brent
declined nearly 20 percent in 2018 following two years of growth. U.S West
Texas Intermediate crude futures were at $45.84 a barrel, up 51 cents, or
1.1 percent, from their last close. WTI is down about 24 percent this year.

         For most of 2018, oil prices were on the rise, driven up by healthy demand
and also supply concerns, especially around the impact of renewed U.Ssanctions against major producer Iran, which were introduced in early
November.

       Brent prices have wiped out all of 2018’s gains, plunging by almost 40 percent
from the year’s high to around $53.25 a barrel, in what has been one of the
steepest oil market selloffs of the past decades.

 The current downward pressure on oil prices should likely taper off from
January, analysts said, as the OPEC and its allies including Russia starts
curbing production by 1.2 million barrels per day.

       The market, however, might still remain under some pressure from swelling
production in the United States, which has emerged as the world’s biggest
crude producer this year, pumping 11.6 million barrels per day.

      Meanwhile, imports of Iranian crude oil by major buyers in Asia hit their
lowest in more than five years in November as U.S sanctions on Iran’s oil
exports took effect last month.

The WTI Crude Oil market bounced around during the
week but ended up forming a massive hammer. It’s
possible that it could be forming a bit of a bottom, and
after the massive selloff that it has seen, it makes
sense that it will in fact find buyers. The $50 level
above is massive resistance, but if it can clear that
area, and then the $55 level, it suspect that oil will
continue to grind towards $65. If it break down below
the bottom of the weekly candle stick, then it probably
go down to the $40 handle. Ultimately, this is a market
that is trying to find its way. Brent markets also have
fallen very hard, reaching down towards the $50 level.
Ultimately, this is a market that looks as if it is trying
to form a bottom at that psychologically important
figure, and it’s only a matter of time before OPEC gets
involved.  If it did break down below the $50 handle,
this is a market that could reach $45 rather quickly.

 Oil prices climbed on the last trading day of the year
today, taking a cue from firmer stock markets

 Investors will require substantive indications from
global economic fundamentals and oil inventories to
move in positively on oil prices in 2018

 Oil on track for 11th weekly loss in 12, as the
dollar heads for second weekly decline

 The dollar index plumbed December 20 lows
following a spate of data from the US

 Brent crude futures, seen as a global benchmark for
oil prices, rose by almost a third between January
and October, to a high of $86.74 per barrel
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 Silver prices currently come in at $15.34 per ounce and are posting a weeklyadvance of 4.6%. Despite some year-end bullish momentum building, thesilver market will still finish 2018 down by close to 10% for the year.
 Silver bells rung in a big week for the white metal. The day after Christmas,silver prices finally cleared the $15.00 level. A weekly close above thatstubborn resistance would bode well for silver's near-term prospects. It could

get off to a hot start in 2019, as it has in each of the past few years.
 Silver has hitting its highest since mid-August. Weaker dollar index and reliefrecovery in US stock indexes fizzled out, has helped the buying interest inthis counter. Silver futures rose in American trade to August 10 highs ontrack for the second weekly profit in a row, and the best since August 2017,as the dollar index plumbed December 20 lows, following earlier data fromthe US.
 The dollar index has gained 4.6 per cent this year as the US currency hadbeen the preferred safe haven this year as the US-China trade conflictunfolded against a backdrop of higher US interest  rates.
 US pending home sales fell 0.7% m/m in November, improving on a 2.6%monthly drop in October, while still missing expectations of a 1% increase,as sales fell 7.7% y/y, sharpening a 4.7% yearly drop in October.
 Silver futures due in March rose 0.69% to $15.40 an ounce, marking four-month highs, while the dollar index shed 0.05% to 96.43, marking weeklows. Earlier US data showed the Chicago PMI receded to 65.4 from 66.4in November, still edging estimates of 61.4..

Silver markets finally broke out during the week, slicing
through the $15 level like it wasn’t even there. At this
point, it will continue to go higher and ironically it may
or may not have to do with US dollar strength. At this
point, there are couple of different things it could be
going on here. Silver markets have broken above the
$15 handle, based upon US dollar weakness in the
short term, and perhaps even the possibility that the
Federal Reserve won’t raise interest rates as quickly
as people had originally thought. Beyond that, it could
just be a simple safety play as there are a lot of
concerns out there. It will more likely go to the $16
level than break down. It had been in a $1.00
consolidation area between the $14 and $15 levels.
Because of this, then a move to the $16 level is
technically viable. A breakdown below that level should
then go to the $13 level, perhaps even the $12 level.

 Silver rose 0.3 per cent to $15.39% ounce in the
session. However, declined over 9% in the year

 The metal was on track for a third straight year
of gains, and was set to rise for a fifth consecutive
month

 Higher interest rates make gold less attractive
since it does not pay interest and costs to store
and insure

 This week's recovery in stocks could have easily
sent silver prices retreating

 March silver futures last traded at $15.30 an
ounce, up more than 1% on the day
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AUD Private Sector Credit (YoY) (NOV)
CNY Non-manufacturing PMI (DEC)
CNY Manufacturing PMI (DEC)
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